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Abstract: Selection and use of molecular markers for evaluation of DNA
polymorphism in plants are couple of the most important approaches in the ﬁeld
of molecular genetics. The assessment of genetic diversity using morphological
markers is not sufﬁcient due to little differentiating traits among the species, genera or their individuals. Morphological markers are not only highly inﬂuenced by
environmental factors but skilled assessment is also prerequisite to ﬁnd the variations in plant genetic resources. Therefore, molecular markers are considered as
efﬁcient tools for detailed DNA based characterization of fruit crops. Molecular
markers provide new directions to the efforts of plant breeders particularly in
genetic variability, gene tags, gene localization, taxonomy, genetic diversity, phylogenetic analysis and also play an important role to decrease the time required for
development of new and excellent cultivars. The success of molecular markers
technology in genetic improvement programs depends on the close relationship
among the plant breeders, biotechnologists, skilled manpower and good ﬁnancial
support. The present review describes application and success of molecular markers technology used for genetic improvement in different fruit crops.
Keywords: DNA ﬁngerprinting; genetic diversity; genetic improvement
programs; germplasm characterization; marker assisted selection

1 Introduction
Molecular markers were introduced during the last two decades of the 20th century to accomplish the
various aspects of breeding programs in fruit crops. The uses of phenotypic based markers are inadequate due
to less differentiating traits and being inﬂuenced by environmental factors, which led to development of
DNA based markers [1]. Molecular markers are genes or particular segments of DNA that are
representative of differences at DNA level [2]. Molecular markers probably may or may not correlate
with the expressing morphological traits [3]. All markers have their own strengths and weaknesses based
on their selection and aim of study [4]. Molecular markers have many advantages as compared to
phenotypic markers because they are stable, detectable in all tissues irrespective of growth, development
and differentiation, and also remain unaffected by ﬂuctuations in environmental conditions, cultural
impacts and pleiotropic effects [5]. Molecular markers have been applied to detect variations in DNA
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sequences of varieties, parents or individual plants used in crop improvement programs. The most signiﬁcant
revolution in agricultural biotechnology derived from the research of genomes’ structure and the genetic
mechanism behind economically important traits. Molecular markers are most efﬁcient tools for study of
genetic variability, gene tags, gene localization, taxonomy, phylogenetic analysis and development of new
and excellent cultivars [2].
Molecular markers should have the following ideal properties, i.e., must be simple, inexpensive,
polymorphic, with co-dominant inheritance, provide adequate resolution of genetic variations, easy to
access, frequent occurrence in genome, require little amounts of DNA sample, have relationship with
diverse phenotypes and easy exchange of data among laboratories [6]. Unfortunately, molecular markers
technique may differ in every situation and their application depends on work purpose. Molecular
markers vary from each other due to following features, i.e., genomic richness, detection level of
polymorphism, speciﬁcity of locus, reproducibility and costs assay [7]. It is not easy to ﬁnd a molecular
technique which can fulﬁll all above requirements. However, techniques can be modiﬁed according to
purpose of study which is undertaken. In this study, importance of molecular markers has been reviewed
for genetic improvement programs in fruit crops. Present study is divided into two parts, ﬁrs part is about
brief description of available molecular markers, while second part includes their application in numerous
fruit crops for their improvement programs. Classiﬁcation of different molecular markers used in fruit
crops is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Classiﬁcation of different molecular markers used for characterization, DNA ﬁngerprinting,
genome mapping and genome editing of fruit crops
2 Morpho-Physical Markers
The uniqueness in characteristics (fruit color, shape and size) of each genotype is considered as marker
because it helps to obtain information regarding the genetics of other desired traits. Since ancient times,
genotypic differences were measured through morphological descriptors of plants. However, there are
some limitations of morphological markers in plant improvement programs such as limited to individual
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identiﬁcation, affected by environmental factors, external impacts and developmental stage and difﬁculty in
identifying the homozygous and heterozygous individuals.
3 Molecular Markers
In recent years, PCR technique and recombinant DNA technique are extensively used to track the
genome regions of plants for many crop breeding programs and also highly linked with agronomic and
disease resistance traits in various crops [8]. The ﬁrst molecular marker used for the construction of
genomic maps and detection of DNA polymorphism in humans by Botstein et al. [9] was restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP). Different molecular markers systems were later established for
plant genome studies [10].
4 Non-PCR Based Markers
RFLP was the ﬁrst molecular marker used for genome mapping of humans and then it was used in plant
studies [10]. Generally, RFLPs are applied for hybridization studies, genetic variability, genome mapping
and to investigate the association of closely linked taxa [11].
5 DNA Based Markers
These are the main class of molecular markers because of high utility and manipulation. PCR based
markers include random ampliﬁed polymorphic DNA (RAPD) [12], ampliﬁed fragment length
polymorphism (AFLP) [13], microsatellites/simple sequence repeats (SSRs) [14], and inter simple
sequence repeats (ISSRs) [15].
6 Sequenced Based Markers
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are reliable sequenced based markers successfully used in fruit
crops [2]. The co-dominance property of SNPs like SSRs makes these markers capable to detect the
heterozygous and homozygous fragments [16]. These markers have been successfully involved in next
generation sequencing and can be consistently used for various purposes, i.e., association genetics and
plant breeding. The SSRs have been used along with SNPs in marker assisted-selection (MAS) to fetch
desired attributes from wild germplasm. Great efforts have been made for identiﬁcation of SNPs markers
inside the actual diversity range of breeding materials and conﬁrmed SNPs must be mapped accurately in
large segregating populations [17]. SNPs are now dominating markers being applied all over the world
due to improvements in DNA sequencing technologies facilitating the construction of high throughput
analyses. The limiting factor for SNPs implementation is high initial costs for their development. SNPs
have been used for evaluation of variations between two sequences [18].
7 Diversity Arrays Technology (DArT)
These markers can be utilized to detect simultaneously variations at several genomic loci as well as to
develop whole genome proﬁling of several crops without any prior sequencing information. These markers
are considered as prospective tools for detailed and powerful evaluation of structure of collected germplasm.
High polymorphism information content and very high scoring reproducibility are ideal properties of DArT
markers. These arrays were used for determination of genetic associations between wild as well as cultivated
germplasm [19]. These markers also allow DNA ﬁngerprinting and identiﬁcation of genomic regions shared
between related genotypes. These are very helpful for evaluation of genetic diversity and genomic studies
and found to be more effective for further breeding purposes [19]. However, the easy approach to DArT
marker sequences provides an excellent potential to incorporate the diversity knowledge with genomics
as well as physical mappings.
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8 Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
NGS has many prospective uses in crop genetics as well as breeding including of fruit crops. These are
very useful and efﬁcient to construct genome mapping and to detect QTLs (quantitative trait locus) during
wide crosses [20]. These QTLs linked markers can be successfully used for desired traits during progeny
selection carrying promising alleles through MAS. To develop the functional markers, next generation
sequencing of cDNAs of divergent genotypes for the trait of interest can be applied to detect candidate
genes involved in or linked with the trait. Therefore, QTLs must serve as the perfect markers for MAS in
crop breeding programs. NGS technologies have been efﬁciently used in association genetics or
population biology and for identiﬁcation of SNPs [20].
9 Functional or Diagnostic Markers (FMs)
Development of FMs needs allele sequences of functionally characterized genes from which functional
motifs disturbing plant phenotype can be recognized. Moreover, application of functional markers mainly
depends upon accessibility of robust marker assay techniques. Generally, FMs are developed from
polymorphic sites within genes normally involved in phenotypic trait variability. Direct functional
markers (DFM) and indirect functional markers (IFM) may possibly differ in development techniques as
well as in the level of functional characterization of polymorphisms. It is also necessary to consider the
ideal number of genes to be involved in development of functional markers for quantitative traits. Using
numerous “key genes” conﬁrms a good control of the trait and gives ﬂexibility during pleiotropic effects
of particular genes. However, using limited FMs will signiﬁcantly decrease developmental cost as well as
threat of linkage drag of adverse alleles [2]. Therefore, selection of appropriate “key genes” will be a
critical and limiting factor in FMs development. There are following other useful characteristics of
functional markers:





Much effective ﬁxation of alleles in populations;
Screening for various alleles in natural and breeding populations;
Combination of functional markers alleles which affect diverse traits in plant breeding;
Construction of associated functional markers for haplotypes.

10 Applications of Molecular Markers in Fruit Crops
Molecular markers play an important role in breeding programs, i.e., ﬁnding diverse parents, increasing
selection of elite alleles at loci governing important characters, germplasm characterization, and intellectual
property defense. The major objective of breeding program is improvements in development of new
commercial and high yielding cultivars; marker-locus-trait combinations may possibly be used as
selection criteria for diverse parent selection and selection in segregating populations during
commercialization. These combinations are not only biologically and technically important but also more
helpful for excellent cultivar performance in important target markets to fetch higher prices. Marker
assisted breeding is more helpful in horticultural crops by utilization of model plants in related crop
species through adoption of numerous breeding methods such as backcrossing as well as genomic
selection known as novel techniques. When important breeding programs attain proper attention, then
their efﬁciency can be improved and costs can also be reduced by implementing of marker-assisted breeding.
Advent of different markers played a vital role in MAS for efﬁcient as well as rapid studies of germplasm
including trait mapping [21]. Molecular markers may increase our understanding regarding phenotypic
characterization as well as their genetic relationship that can be utilized in further breeding strategies.
MAS is more efﬁcient and useful for breeders to attain early selection of a trait. When the trait is under
complex genetic control, or when phenotypic traits are unreliable, MAS has signiﬁcant use to resolve
such issues. Phenomics, genomics and proteomics data along with efﬁcient markers system can be
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utilized for further breeding purpose. Physical, cytogenetic and genetic maps have been developed for
detection of population size through different molecular markers using different sequencing technique [2].
Genetic diversity is the variations within or among populations or individuals of a species or genus [22].
The assessment of genetic variations in plant species is pre-requisite for excellent crop production. Huge
genetic diversity occurs in some plant species including fruit crops [23]. Diversity may occur in fruit size
and quality or in any other trait [24]. Few studies revealed that biotic and abiotic stresses are main factors
to lose the valuable germplasm [25]. The success of crop improvement or breeding programs mostly
depends on evaluation of genetic variability in the available germplasm. Genetic diversity assessment
among various genotypes is an excellent way to know the convolution of available germplasm,
identiﬁcation of hybrid mixtures with maximum heterozygosity and heterosis, and to ﬁnd relationship of
available germplasm using molecular markers for useful conservations plans [26]. Achievements made in
breeding of different fruit crops through different molecular systems are presented in Tab. 1.
10.1 Citrus
RFLPs, RAPDs, AFLPs, SSRs, ISSRs and DArTs can be used for the correct identiﬁcation of citrus
species, genera or individuals. In citrus, RAPDs have been used for assessment of genetic diversity [12],
identiﬁcation of citrus hybrids [27], characterization of cultivars [28], construction of genetic maps [29]
and identiﬁcation of markers linked with agronomic traits of the cultivars [30]. The development of ﬁrst
SSRs was reported in citrus by Kijas et al. [31]. Later, many studies were carried out on the development
and application of SSRs for DNA ﬁnger printing [14,32]. Yaly et al. [33] used twenty four SSRs for
evaluation of twelve genotypes of Citrus, Poncirus and an intergeneric hybrid. DArT markers along with
next generation sequencing have successfully been used for construction of high-resolution genetic maps
as well as QTLs mapping in citrus. Curtolo et al. [34] identiﬁed QTLs linked with fruit traits in F1
progeny resulting from a controlled cross of Murcott × Pera sweet orange. Association mapping can
detect QTLs in citrus. Imai et al. [35] detected seven QTLs comprising four novel ones including four
important QTLs for fruit weight and one QTL for each, i.e., fruit skin color and pulp ﬁrmness through
genotyping-by-sequencing. The development of high resolution genomic map of citrus provides greater
signiﬁcance to plant breeders and to link genomic regions with desired traits. So, valuable information
was attained regarding polymorphism levels, genetic maps and QTLs in citrus using DArTs [36].
Table 1: Achievements made in breeding of fruit crops through molecular approaches
Fruits name

Markers type

Work done

References

Citrus

RFLPs, RAPDs, AFLPs, SSRs,
ISSRs, SNPs and DArTs

Identiﬁcation of hybrids, phylogenetic studies and association of [32,35]
genome mapping to detect various QTLs

Mango

AFLPs, RAPDs, SSRs and
ISSRs

Identiﬁcation of hybrids and cultivars

[37]

Banana

RAPDs, SSRs and ISSRs

Genetic variability and phylogenetic studies

[38]

Apple

RFLPs, RAPDs, SSRs, ISSRs,
SCARs, SNPs and DArTs

[39–41]
Genetic variability, identiﬁcation of QTLs controlling ﬂesh
mealiness, construction of genome map of woolly aphid and detect
resistance genes, development of high-density molecular marker
map, GWAS applications in QTLs analysis and MYB10 gene
linked with a locus responsible for red ﬂesh and foliage. ACS and
ACO, two genes detected for ethylene production by using gene
speciﬁc markers positioned on a molecular marker linkage map

Grapes

AFLPs, RAPDs, SSRs, ISSRs, Sex expression, identiﬁcation of seedless parents, identiﬁcation of [42–44]
SNPs, SCC8, SCF27 and GSLP1 QTLs association with downy mildew resistance
(Continued )
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Table 1 (continued ).
Fruits name

Markers type

Work done

References

Pomegranate RAPDs, SRAPs, SSRs, ISSRs
and SNPs

Genome mapping and genetic relationships

[45]

Pear

AFLPs, RAPDs, SSRs, SNPs,
ISSRs, PPACS 2 and BGA 35

Genetic variability, relationship among cultivars and development [41,46]
of a high-density genetic linkage map in pear (Pyrus communis ×
Pyrus pyrifolia)

Guava

RAPDs and SSRs

Genetic diversity and evaluation of genetic variants

[47]

Phylogenetic relationship and genetic variability

[48]

Date palm

RAPDs, SSRs and ISSRs

Olive

AFLPs, RAPDs, SSRs and SNPs DNA ﬁngerprinting and genetic relationships

[49]

Pineapple

RFLPs, RAPDs, SSRs and
ISSRs

Genetic diversity

[50]

Chinese
jujube

SSRs

Phylogenetic relationship and evolutionary studies

[51]

Indian
jujube

AFLPs, RAPDs and ISSRs

Genetic diversity and relationship among cultivars

[52]

Peach

RAPDs, AFLPs, SSRs, SRAPs
and SSAPs

Species diversity and identiﬁcation of brown rot causing genes, i. [53–56]
e., MAT1-1 and MAT1-2

Strawberry

RAPDs, SNPs, SSRs and
SCARs,

DNA ﬁngerprinting, identiﬁcation of genes, i.e., Hsp70,
LOC101295509 and LOC101311180 involved in heat tolerance

[2,57,58]

10.2 Mango
Collections and maintenance of germplasm are very important sources for phenotypic and genotypic
analysis in breeding, particularly in fruit crops having long period of juvenile phase [59]. Mango is an
economically important fruit crop; therefore many molecular approaches have been developed to study
the diversity in collected germplasm. Gomathi et al. [60] developed an easy and effective protocol for
extraction of DNA from healthy as well as malformed ﬂoral tissue of mango. Molecular markers are
efﬁcient tools for characterization of relatedness or variability among the species or cultivars of mango,
identiﬁcation of genes for commercial importance and enhancement through gene transfer technology.
Kashkush et al. [61] applied 34 AFLPs for cultivars identiﬁcation and evaluation of their genetic
relationship by constructing a genomic association map, which gave 13 linkage groups. Kumar et al. [62]
determined genetic relationship of 18 mango cultivars cultivated in different geological regions using
RAPDs and resolved that most of the cultivars were developed from a local mango gene pool and were
domesticated later. RAPDs have been used for assessment of genetic relationship among 50 commercial
cultivars. Chance seedling hybrids and selections showed close relationship but the genotypes exhibited
variations in morphological characteristics due to different geographical regions [62]. SSRs are DNA
based markers with high level of polymorphism, co-dominant inheritance, highly abundant in nature, easy
to use and readily transferable. These are reported to be more efﬁcient as compared to RFLPs and
RAPDs, and widely used in plant genomic studies of mango [61]. Pandit et al. [37] used ISSRs in mango
and found clear polymorphisms among various cultivars and also recommended efﬁcient use of these
molecular markers for mango improvement in cultivar identiﬁcation, conﬁrmation of parents, estimation
of genetic variability in existing populations, and classiﬁcation of rootstocks.
10.3 Banana
Excellent banana production mostly depends on triploid and tetraploid cultivars. However, diploid
cultivars are good source of alleles responsible for resistance against biotic as well as abiotic stresses. The
cross of tetraploid and improved wild diploids produce triploids hybrids, which have essential agronomic
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traits, i.e., reduced plant height, insects and disease resistance and good fruit quality [63]. The development
of fruit without fertilization is known as parthenocarpy; the resultant fruit is seedless, which is an excellent
character of banana cultivars. However, most of the current breeding population is non-parthenocarpic which
cannot be recognized until near to harvest. Therefore, marker assisted selection for parthenocarpy at seedling
stage would have an excellent impact on efﬁcacy of breeding program. Many series of molecular markers
have been developed on the basis of PCR methods, i.e., different markers systems (co-dominant and
dominant) were widely used for assessment of genetic variations and phylogenetic relationship among
banana genotypes [38]. SSRs have high potential for use in banana due to greater polymorphism, codominant nature, highly reproducible and easy interpretation. These are valuable tools in banana breeding
programs for germplasm characterization, genome maps construction and MAS. Therefore, many series
of SSRs has been developed for breeding programs. However, the number of SSRs available for genetic
analysis is still limited, some authenticated and highly polymorphic SSRs are still required [64]. Mattos
et al. [65] studied genetic variability for most agronomic traits as well as fruit characteristics in 26 banana
cultivars through SSRs. Rout et al. [66] reported that ISSRs are also efﬁcient markers for assessment of
genetic variations among banana genotypes. Lamare et al. [67] demonstrated the comparison of SSRs
with RAPDs and ISSRs and found that ISSRs and RAPD are also effective markers for genetic studies
for breeding purposes. Lu et al. [68] revealed that it is possible to categorize banana genotypes or clones
through ISSRs. In a previous study, Ortiz et al. [69] concluded that crosses between divergent genotypes
and selecting better hybrids are important factors for the production of new banana cultivars. Jesus et al.
[70] found that banana cultivars are mostly derived from crosses between wild diploid sub-species of
Musa acuminata (Genoma A) and Musa balbisiana (Genoma B) and exhibit different levels of genome
ploidy in their genetic make-up.
10.4 Apple
Apple germplasm can be easily distinguished with different molecular markers. Goulao et al. [71] used
13 SSRs and 7 ISSRs for assessment of DNA ﬁnger printing and determination of genetic relationship among
41 genotypes of apple. Zhang et al. [72] also evaluated genetic diversity in apple cultivars and wild apple
species using SSRs. Due to higher reproducibility, SSRs and ISSRs are useful markers for varietal
characterization and assessment of genotypic relationship. Diversity was also found to be quite similar
within populations from different countries [73]. The presence of high genetic diversity in apple
germplasm can be further utilized in selection of trees and hybridization [74]. Woolly aphid is a major
economic problem for apple growers all over the globe. Bus et al. [39] constructed a genome map of
woolly aphid and detected three resistance genes such as Er1, Er2 and Er3. Apple growers face major
losses due to apple scab all over the world, which is caused by a fungal pathogen (Venturia inaequalis).
Molecular markers have been widely used to study the pathogenic fungi [75]. RAPDs and ISSRs were
used for determination of genetic variability in V. inaequalis, obtained from various orchards. The isolates
were observed to be intermixed and not area speciﬁc, however cultivar speciﬁc isolates were also
identiﬁed. Similarly, previous studies were also conducted in Venturia populations using RAPDs and
RFLPs [76]. Therefore, resistance breeding offers a sustainable way to control this disease. Generally,
conventional breeding of apple requires approximately up to twenty years from initial crossing to
commercial release, while genomics-assisted breeding can be useful and helpful to accelerate such
breeding programs. Apple breeding is also a challenging aspect due to slow ﬁndings of various QTLs as
well as development of efﬁcient markers. For MAS applications in apple, RAPDs, SSRs, AFLPs, ISSRs,
SCARs and SNPs resulting from next generation sequencing were applied to construct high-density
molecular marker map. These were applied to ﬁnd out more precise and correct QTLs. Lee et al. [77]
studied GWAS that has potential to detect target loci without any preparing molecular marker map in
apple and also proved that it decreased time to ﬁnd out efﬁcient marker and also solved the issues of
QTLs analysis. Moriya et al. [78] identiﬁed QTLs controlling ﬂesh mealiness and evaluated their uses in
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apple breeding. McClure et al. [79] evaluated 172 genotypes under genome-wide association with SNPs.
Some important genes were identiﬁed for resistance of different fungal pathogens. A signal for ﬁrmness
retention has also been detected on chromosome 10 after storage.
10.5 Grapes
Production of seedless grape cultivars is a challenging goal of table grape breeding. Low seeded
cultivars can be produced through various traditional methods. Recently, modern technologies have been
used to improve the production potential of seedless cultivars. Li et al. [42] used different markers, i.e.,
SCC8, SCF27 and GSLP1 for identiﬁcation of seedless parents. Only, GSLP1 identiﬁed the seeded
parents among all the studied markers. Similarly, Liu et al. [80] also used both GLSP1 and SCF27
markers to detect the seedless progeny of ﬁve cross combinations. Recently, GSLP1 marker was used to
detect the seedless progeny and 14 plantlets were identiﬁed as seedless [81]. Markers development for
sex expression brought a big revolution by allowing the breeding programs to select desired
hermaphrodite progenies before planting in ﬁeld for excellent performance [82]. Conner et al. [83] found
that the primer VR00 9 has greater ability to detect the presence of female allele in seedling progenies of
muscadine grapes. Many previous studies have successfully distinguished sex expression in grape vines
[84]. SSRs are mainly applied for identiﬁcation of diverse parents and DNA ﬁnger printing of grape
cultivars [43]. Rao [43] also studied 42 genotypes of grape vines through seven SSRs for identiﬁcation of
hybrids. Li et al. [85] studied phylogenetic relationship among 16 Chinese genotypes and 13 foreign
genotypes by using 9 SSRs. Dendrogram showed close relationship between Chinese genotypes and
foreign genotypes. Guo et al. [86] constructed a high density genetic map for Vitis vinifera L. × Vitis
amurensis Rupr. This genetic map contains 7,199 SNPs and In-Del markers that may be used for QTLs
mapping of desired traits, i.e., resistance against cold and diseases in grapes. Such information can be
further utilized for maker-assisted breeding as well as for gene cloning. Recently, Divilov et al. [44] also
identiﬁed QTLs association with downy mildew resistance phenotypes and used RNA sequencing to ﬁnd
out candidate genes for two QTLs on chromosome 14. Meanwhile, there is more signiﬁcance to develop
new markers for seedless germplasm identiﬁcation as well as for muscat ﬂavor.
10.6 Pomegranate
Correct identiﬁcation and assessment of genetic relationships among genotypes is important for
management of genetic variation. The biotic and abiotic stresses and urbanization are the major causes for
genetic erosion of valuable germplasm [87]. In recent years, several studies have been carried out using
accurate molecular techniques for determination of genetic variability, phylogenetic relationship and genome
mapping of pomegranate genetic resources [45]. Caliskan et al. [88] used six SSRs for characterization of
78 pomegranate genotypes. These markers detected high level of polymorphism in pomegranate
germplasm. The genotype Sayﬁ was found to be a clone of genotype Hicaznar, which is considered as
excellent genotype on the basis of fruit and juice consumption. Many studies indicated that co-dominant
markers have successfully been used for DNA ﬁngerprinting of pomegranate germplasm [89]. Conclusively,
it necessitates that this highly diverse genetic collection might be used for further breeding purposes.
10.7 Pear
Release of early ripening cultivar is one of the most essential breeding purposes for Japanese pear (Pyrus
pyrifolia Nakai). Ahmed et al. [90] evaluated sixty genotypes of pear using SDS-PAGE analysis. To enhance
MAS for fruit ripening day, different markers, i.e., PPACS 2 and BGA 35 were used in six populations
through variance components. The 263-bp allele of PPACS 2 and the 136-bp allele of BGA 35 had earlyripening effects in six populations [91]. The 263-bp allele was previously shown to increase ethylene
production and have negative effects on fruit storage [92]. In previous studies, Molecular markers, i.e.,
PPACS 2 and BGA 35 have been well employed for Japanese pear breeding purposes [91]. Kalkisim
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et al. [46] collected 31 pear genotypes for assessment of their genetic relationships by using 45 RAPDs and
25 ISSRs. Dendrogram was constructed on the basis of combination data of RAPD and ISSRs. The similarity
matrix was ranged from 0.105 to 0.968. Wolko et al. [93] determined genetic diversity among six pear
cultivars (P. communis) and two wild pears (P. pyraster) through SSRs. While, Song et al. [94] used a
genome-wide set of 134 SSR markers and found that these were enough for evaluation of genetic
relationships in P. pyrifolia. Many other studies have used RAPDs and SSRs markers to evaluate genetic
variability among various pear genotypes [95]. A high density linkage map is an important tool for
satisfactory QTLs mapping as well as map-based gene cloning. Genetic map was constructed through
SNPs for fastening scaffolds [96]. SNPs and SSRs have been used to construct a high density genetic
map to analyze QTLs of fruit quality related traits [97]. Recently, Wang et al. [98] developed a highdensity genetic linkage map in pear (P. communis × P. pyrifolia) through SNPs and SSRs generated from
SLAF-seq. The data obtained by using different markers have been utilized for assessment of genetic
analyses such as evaluating the pear genetic resources, breeding as well as growing.
10.8 Guava
Molecular approaches are used to examine genetic diversity within or among the species or genotypes
and to identify the desired genes and their improvement through genetic transformation technology [99].
However, genetic transformation information for guava is still not well developed [100]. Molecular
markers have been used to determine the out crossing rates, outside pollen contamination in seeded
orchards, genetic variations, identiﬁcation of genotypes and their relationship in breeding populations and
are also helpful to reduce the limitations of all other traditional methods [2]. The assessment of genetic
variability is important during micropropagation and in vitro germplasm conservation to reduce unwanted
somaclonal variants. Rai et al. [100] evaluated genetic similarity of guava plants which were produced
from somatic embryogenesis. Recently, SSRs have been extensively used for estimation of genetic
diversity and construction of genomic map to exploit and improve the breeding program in guava [99]. It
is imperative to increase guava yield and its fruit quality through widening its available genetic resources.
The diverse parents can be used for further breeding programs of guava.
10.9 Date Palm
Discrimination among closely related cultivars and clones is very difﬁcult [101]. Therefore, molecular
markers are the most efﬁcient tools for accurate identiﬁcation of date palm cultivars, evaluation of genetic
diversity and phylogenetic relationships. Zehdi et al. [102] carried out a study on 18 date palm (Phoenix
dactylifera L.) genotypes to determine their genetic variability and phylogenetic relationship. A large
number of polymorphic DNA bands were generated by using appropriate set of 12 ISSRs. Adawy et al.
[103] also applied 7 primers of ISSRs on 4 date palm cultivars, i.e., Samany, Hayany, Siwi and Zaghloul.
Highly reproducible and scorable patterns were generated and ampliﬁed bands were calculated for
presence of polymorphism. Khierallah et al. [104] studied genetic diversity in 30 date palm cultivars by
using 22 SSRs. The cultivar “Jamal Al-Dean” was very closely related to “Qitaz,” while Ghanami
Akhder was highly divergent from the cultivar “Ghanami Ahmer.” Elmeer et al. [105] tested 30 SSRs for
DNA ﬁngerprinting of 11 date palm cultivars. Genetic diversity ranged from 60% to 90% among the
genotypes. They also suggested that new co-dominant markers could be used by researchers for further
genetic mapping and diversity analysis of date palm germplasm. Several studies have been carried out for
precise assessment of genetic diversity and DNA ﬁnger printing in date palm by using different molecular
markers [48]. Khierallah et al. [106] also examined genetic diversity among 17 date palm cultivars by
using 30 RAPDs and 12 ISSRs. ISSRs revealed more number of polymorphic bands as compared to
RAPDs. So, ISSR marker system is considered as highly reproducible and more efﬁcient as compared to
RAPD marker system. Similar results were achieved by Mirbahar et al. [107], who found high level of
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polymorphism (84%) in studied germplasm through ISSRs. Ahmad et al. [108] used 30 SSRs and 30 ISSRs
for characterization of date palm germplasm.
10.10 Olive
Molecular markers provide an extensive range of analytical methods to examine the prevailing olive
germplasm. Different molecular markers, i.e., AFLPs, RAPDs, ISSRs and SNPs were successfully used
for evaluation of genetic variability in olive genotypes. Besnard et al. [109] used 45 RAPDs to
distinguish 102 olive genotypes which clustered them on the basis of their geographic origin and speciﬁc
use. Belaj et al. [49] collected 51 olive genotypes from diverse countries and examined with 46 RAPDs
on the basis of their polymorphism and discrimination capacity. Similarly, Cortes et al. [110] applied
34 RAPDs to analyze 40 olive genotypes and also obtained a good correlation between similarity data
and their geographic origin. Casas et al. [111] used 8 SSRs for DNA ﬁnger printing of 65 olive
genotypes from different geological regions. Neighbor-joining dendrogram revealed wide genetic
variations in the collected germplasm. High level of genetic variations was also observed by previous
researchers who examined olive germplasm through SSRs [112]. The co-dominant nature of SSRs gave
maximum fragments per locus and a high level of heterozygosity. Thus, microsatellites are more useful
tools for identiﬁcation of cultivars and also important to assess inter and intra-cultivar variability [113].
RAPDs, AFLP, RFLP and SSRs were used to construct ﬁrst genomic map between two highly
heterozygous olive cultivars, i.e., Leccino et al. [114]. Similarly, Wu et al. [115] also developed a genetic
linkage map of olive through RAPDs, SSRs and SCARs markers. Muleo et al. [116] used many SNPs in
the Phytochrome A gene through high-resolution melting analysis of DNA. This technique played an
important role in detecting the presence of mutations and concluded that SNPs with high-resolution
melting analysis are more informative, easy, time saving and low cost method. Hakim et al. [117] also
detected nine new SNPs using direct sequencing of the lupeol synthase and cycloartenol synthase genes
in sixteen olive cultivars. Aabidine et al. [118] used AFLPs and SSRs to construct a genetic linkage map
of olive genotypes.
10.11 Pineapple
Pineapple cultivars are often produced from somatic mutations. Genetic diversity within commercial
cultivars provides important information necessary for crop improvement programs as well as cultivar
protection purposes. Kato et al. [119] conducted phylogenetic studies on 148 genotypes of Ananas
comosus and 14 genotypes of related species by using AFLPs. A high level of genetic variation was
observed within existing pineapple germplasm. Self-incompatibility, intraspeciﬁc hybridization and high
levels of somatic mutation are the major causes for this high degree of genetic variability [120]. Duval
et al. [120] used RFLPs for analysis of genetic diversity in 301 pineapple accessions and estimated
variation at intraspeciﬁc level, mostly in wild species A. ananassoides and A. parguazensis. Similarly,
Ruas et al. [121] estimated moderate intraspeciﬁc genetic variation between the genera Ananas and
Pseudananas with RAPDs. Wang et al. [50] also conducted a study on assessment of genetic diversity in
36 genotypes of pineapple from ten different countries using 20 SSRs and 13 ISSRs and the results
indicated existence of high level of genetic variability in the studied germplasm. Thus, SSRs are
extensively used in plant genomic studies [52].
10.12 Chinese Jujube
The evolutionary history of many genotypes of Chinese jujube is still unclear due to frequent exchange
of germplasm among various cultivated regions and insufﬁcient information regarding cultivar historical
documentation [51]. So, genetic studies using molecular markers could provide new information for
evolutionary history of various genotypes. SSRs are extensively used for genetic diversity appraisal,
phylogenetic relationship, evolutionary studies and breeding of various populations [122]. Liu et al. [123]
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used 66 SSRs for evaluation of polymorphism in six genotypes of Chinese jujube. A set of 551 SSRs was
developed and applied on six Chinese jujube cultivars for their characterization [124]. Now, the availability
of jujube genome sequence permits quick identiﬁcation of highly polymorphic markers for population
genetics and necessitates the development of SSRs primers. Molecular markers provide huge data
regarding the polymorphism which is important for signiﬁcant improvement in breeding purposes and
development of new cultivars from available genetic resources.
10.13 Indian Jujube
Molecular markers are very useful due to long juvenile phase (up to seven years) of Indian jujube trees
for the identiﬁcation of cultivars during propagation and growth. Identiﬁcation of cultivars plays an
important role in their authenticity and management [125]. The similar genotypes are known by different
names in different geographical regions possibly due to effects of environmental factors [126]. Therefore,
morphological and biochemical markers are not efﬁcient source of genetic diversity among jujube
genotypes as conﬁrmed by Anjum et al. [127]. There is little information regarding identiﬁcation or
relationship among Indian jujube cultivars through molecular markers [128]. Singh et al. [125] assessed
genetic diversity among 47 Indian jujube cultivars with one wild accession using forty ISSRs. Obeed
et al. [6] applied 15 ISSRs to identify the association among ﬁve Indian jujube cultivars and found that
the cultivar Um-salem was genetically different from all other four cultivars, while the two cultivars
Pakistany and Komethry were genetically similar. Anjum et al. [127] used different biochemical markers
for evaluation of biodiversity among thirteen Indian jujube genotypes. Ahmad et al. [129] also used
20 ISSRs for assessment of genetic relationship among seventeen genotypes of Indian jujube and one
accession of wild type.
11 Conclusion
Recent improvements have decreased the cost of different sequencing techniques while increasing their
throughput analyses. The goals set in this area have not been fully met yet and the discovery of highly
appropriate and more efﬁcient markers system is still needed. The current study encompasses the
applications of numerous markers’ systems used to assess genetic diversity on DNA basis in fruit crops.
Molecular markers are able to enhance the effectiveness of breeding new and adapted cultivars in terms
of time and cost. Generally, all molecular markers reveal useful information on DNA polymorphism and
are used to describe in depth the plants’ genetic make-up. Fruit breeding requires more time compared to
other crops due to long juvenile phase, high level of heterozygosity and self-incompatibility between
cultivars. Conclusively, MAS plays a signiﬁcant role in the construction of high-density molecular marker
maps of fruit crops using RFLPs, RAPDs, SSRs, ISSRs, SNPs, SCARs, In-Del, RAMPs, SSCPs and
DArT resulting from sequencing technologies.
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